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to reach out to you for a short chanal, I would like to thanks for the and kind & Beautiful pic you have

posted there. And I am [url removed, login to view] an Indian girl and I am very fasinated by your
pic... you tube Girls Pics Hello Dear, I liked your photo and your tags. And I want to thank you for the
attention you gave to my photo. I wish you a nice day and I am waiting for you in Goodreads profile -
13,000 followers to invite me. Q: How do I access a variable defined in a class from an object? I have

a simple class I use for all my program, the class is called Settings. In it I have a variable
Settings.Downvotes which starts as a value of 0 and when I set a value of 1 it increases by 1. I have
a button that checks to see if the settings are above 10 and if so increases the value by 1. I want the
value of the variable Settings.Downvotes to be a reference to the value that is checked. How would I

do this? What I have tried var counter = Settings.Downvotes;
btnSubmit.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, p_downvote); function

p_downvote(event:MouseEvent):void{ if(Settings.Downvotes > 10){ Settings.Downvotes += 1; } }
A: You can't access variables declared in a class from a class member function. You can solve it in a
couple of ways: Declare your class member variable as a static variable - that is, a variable which

has the same scope as the containing class. Declare your variable in the constructor function of the
containing class. Declare your variable as a private member variable. If you declare it as a static

variable
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see the text in the PDF. The present invention relates to a cathode ray tube assembly of the gun-
focus type. A cathode ray tube assembly of the gun-focus type comprises a glass funnel having a
substantially cylindrical neck part, an electron gun installed in the neck part for emitting electron

beams, and a deflection device attached to the outside surface of the funnel for deflecting the
electron beams. The electron beams emitted from the electron gun pass through a shield cup

installed in the top of the funnel and then strike an intended phosphor screen formed on the inner
surface of the panel. In one type of cathode ray tube assembly of this kind, an internal surface of the
shield cup is shaped in a uniform cylindrical surface whose diameter is variable in order to stabilize

the condition of convergence of the electron beams. The above-mentioned uniform cylindrical
surface is formed by a mold including a cylindrical molding surface for forming a cavity. The cavity is
filled with a mixture of a molding material of a metal such as copper or aluminum and a binder, and
then a metal piece having a diameter larger than the diameter of the molding surface of the mold is
placed on the molding surface in such a manner as to be bonded with the molding material. Then,
the above-mentioned mold is heated to cause the molding material to be melted and caused to fill

the cavity to form the above-mentioned uniform cyl
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